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My name is Alma Magana-Leon, and I’m running to be your next SCASLA President for the 2021-2022 academic year. I am currently a junior within the Landscape Architecture major. I view leadership as a way to bring a community closer and stronger. I’ve demonstrated this through my tireless volunteer hours as a humanitarian volunteer at the US/Mexico border, current Maintenance Leader for the on-campus Green Infrastructure Club (SLGI), and most recently, taking on a new business venture within sustainable desert landscapes. Through these experiences, I have led town halls to understand border complexities better, helped bring a team together to build and maintain rain garden projects, and made a difference in my hometown by creating small sustainable landscapes. From experience, I’ve learned what it takes to be a leader: an eagerness to learn and understand who I’m representing, bring guidance and direction to a team, and persist through any problem while being open-minded. My strengths as a leader and student have become organization, time management, open-mindedness, and a willingness to learn. My main goal as President will be to understand the needs of my peers and represent them accordingly. I will accomplish this by establishing better connections with students, staff, and professionals and inspiring positive change within the LDA department for the better of the students. I am very excited to represent you as President!